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From The Editor –
I can’t believe it is already August and soon the We hope you enjoy our ‘Potpourri of Americana’
little ones will be headed back to school. As we and as always –
reflect on our summer of BBQs and pool activities,
and look forward to American Football and Happy Stitching,
Thanksgiving, I thought an issue of Bear In Mind
devoted to “A Potpourri of Americana” would be
fun. Cheryl Davidson has joined us once again
sharing her adorable sailor dress. SHELLY is the
epitome of an American little girl’s sailor dress.
Cheryl just LOVES bullions (!!!!!), and has
embellished the front, back and sleeves with hand
embroidery. Kudos, Cheryl.

Sheila

Jim and I spent the summer at home this year, with
lots of home projects being accomplished.
Unfortunately, I cannot say lots of sewing projects
were finished but a couple more were begun.
Opps! Here’s hoping my husband does not read
this!!! The good news is that I have TOTALLY
organized my sewing basket of tools and supplies,
and now have a nice large antique chest to get all
those bags and boxes out of the closet and den
floors. So my summer really was a great success!
AND, I scheduled guests and articles for Bear In
Mind for the entire next year. There will be lots of
new faces and names as well as some fresh, new
projects and ideas. Be sure to tell all your sewing
friends about our newsletter. If they are not
receiving it they can contact us with their E-mail
address requesting to be added to the list, or they
can visit our website www.bearthreadsltd.com and
click on the newsletter link to view all the past
issues.

BIRMINGHAM CREATIVE SEWING MARKET
SEPTEMBER 7-8, 2015
Marriott Hotel at Hwy. 280 just south of I-459
Don’t Miss It and We Promise
to have LOTS of Goodies

Cheryl Davidson used Bear Threads
beautiful Swiss Pique Print for her
adorable sailor ‘Shelly’. This is the
same ‘lined pique’ that you have
come to love. It is 55” wide and
comes in 3 colors with 4 different
prints. Call for samples.

Shelly

Measure and cut the navy seam allowance of the piping to
¼” wide. Run a strip of “Wonder Tape”, a double sided
The Shelly is a sailor style dress pattern by the B & B’s transparent tape along the cut edge of piping. Peel away
Blueprint Pattern Company. The pattern includes a short the paper side of tape revealing the sticky side so your can
or long sleeve version, and either a back square collar or a place the piping along the drawn line of each side of
sleeve band. This will leave ½” for the embroidery work (if
back round collar.
desired) along the center of band.
by Cheryl R. Davidson

This sailor dress design was made using white Swiss Pique
for the collar, sleeve bands, Dickey, and navy floral Swiss Stitching Piping:
Pique for the dress body. The front tie is made using navy
cotton. Both of these fine fabrics come from Bear Threads
Ltd.
Embroidery on Dickey option:
Before starting the construction of the dress, cut out and
pin the dickey pattern piece for your size dress to the
white Swiss Pique. Use a fabric marking pen to trace
around the cutting line of Dickey pattern after tracing
around the cutting line of pattern. Mark the centers for
correct placement of design. Choose your embroidery
design, trace onto fabric, hoop and complete embroidery
design. (The design I used requires the bullion stitch for
the daisy and leaves, back stitch for vines and the colonial
knot for little red flowers.)

I use a 7 groove pin tuck foot to sew the piping to the
fabric. Let the cording of the piping run in the third
groove of the foot and move the needle position to the
left until the needle snugs up against the cording. Stitch
over the stitching of the piping.

Embroidery Sleeve Bands:
From the white Swiss Pique cut a block of fabric that will
measure the length of the sleeve band + 2”, and 6”-8”
wide. Make the block large enough to hoop after
placement of embroidery.
Use a fabric pen and draw 2 sleeve bands onto the fabric.
Measure the sleeve band pattern from your size dress for
the length measurement and use 1” for the width.
Attaching Piping to Sleeve Band:

Hoop the sleeve band to hand embroider your design.
When you have finished the embroidery, remove the hoop
and turn the sleeve band to wrong side of fabric.
Place the right side of the sleeve band to the right side of
lining fabric. Pin these two layers of fabric together.
Working from the wrong side of the fabric, stitch along
one side of each sleeve band, using the previous stitching
lines that attached the piping to the sleeve band as your
stitching guide.

You are now ready to cut out the sleeve bands along the drawn Follow the directions included in the pattern for construction
line.
on completing the dress.
Cheryl R. Davidson
A Frayed Knot
3620 Monroe Road
Lakeland, Tennessee 38002
901-867-3436

To eliminate seam bulk when sewing the underarm seam, pull
½” out of the cording from piping before stitching underarm
seam.
Fitting sleeve band to sleeve edge:
Sew three rows of lengthened/basting machine stitches along
the sleeve edge. Place one stitching line at the seam allowance
and another on each side of seam allowance. Pull the basting
threads of the bobbin up until the sleeve edges are the same
length as sleeve band measurement. Pin centers of sleeve band
to center of sleeve edge having right sides together and stitch
along the piping stitching as your sewing guide. Turn under and
press ¼” along the raw edge of the sleeve band. Turn the
pressed edge of band up and over the wrong side of band.
Hand stitch the folded edge to the seam of the sleeve band.

Correction/Addition
We are sorry that in the last issue of our
adorable From The Royal Closet
Garment did not give credit to Children’s Corner.
The pattern for the Navy Blue Swiss
Twill outfit is “Jeffery” by Children’s Corner.

American Embroidery

FYI

The Barbershop Pole!
Many countries have a technique of needlework that is
indigenous to their culture. As we are the melting pot of
cultures, our needlework trends are equally a melting pot. How – you ask – did an article about men’s barber shops
And, just as clothing trends sometimes fade and return, make it to a newsletter of needlework matters!?! This
needlework favorites also travel in circles.
being our ‘All American’ issue I could not think
of anything more fitting. Dating myself, many
Settlers brought their own embroidery styles to the
of us remember Floyd’s Barber Shop in
colonies, including stump work, crewel work, blackwork
Mayberry where Andy, Barney, and the other
and a wide variety of other stitches. While many household
male characters gathered for a shave and
items were embellished with embroidery, the sampler was
haircut. These small shops offered a variety of
the most common project to be found in the home and the
services including shaves, haircuts, showers,
item most likely to survive. The sampler was generally
shoe shines, massages and even at one time –
stitched by a young girl to learn her stitches and record
yes -blood-letting and tooth extraction. I
alphabet and numerical patterns. It could later be used as a
thought you (and your husband’s) might like to
reference guide for other projects. Floral motifs and
animals were common decorative elements, usually from know the barber poles’ historical link to surgery!
English and Dutch roots.
Most historians believe the origins of the traditional
Needlework skills were a hobby, but most barber pole stretch into the era when barbers performed
importantly a necessary skill in Colonial bloodletting, an ancient medical practice in which the
America. The early American woman barber withdrew considerable quantities of blood from a
needed to clothe her family and provide patient to cure or prevent illness and disease. The patient
warm bedding for them. Quilting and
tightly clutched a tall staff during the bloodletting
weaving were early techniques and
procedure. Afterward, the bandages used were washed,
patchwork evolved from the necessity of using every scrap
hung on the staff, and placed just outside of the shop to
of fabric available.
dry. As the bandages blew in the breeze, the strips wound
One trait found in early American embroidery, not so often themselves around the staff. The staff and bandages
noticed in European embroidery of the same time, is the became emblematic of barbering services.
choice of stitches. Most often chosen were those stitches
that used little thread. Remember these early embroiderers Today’s painted wooden poles and twirling mechanical
spun and dyed their own thread. Few pieces were poles represent the staff and bandages. As a patriotic
embroidered covering large amounts of fabric. Cross stitch gesture, barbers eventually added a blue stripe to their
was a favorite along with some crewel stitches.
red and white poles, and thus was born the American
Barber pole!
From crewel to cross stitch, needlepoint to knitting,
candlewicking to clothing construction, sewing of all
venues is enjoyed by many American women. It provides
stress reduction, stimulates creativity, and for many
provides an avenue for income. Whatever your reason for
the love of embroidery and sewing, may you continue to
enjoy it – but most important – find someone with whom
you can share and teach your passion. Only in this way will
generations of the future find enjoyment from the needle as
you have.
“There is no elevator to success.

Quote of the Month

Happy Stitching – Sheila

You have to take the stairs.”
Author unknown

Back to School
August finds most American families winding down their
vacations, shopping for school supplies – especially that
special binder in a particular color and print that your child
MUST have to be successful in the first grade – and clothes
shopping. For me it was new saddle-oxfords, special
dresses that Mama had worked on all summer, and a new
book satchel; today it is new sneakers, jeans and
backpacks. Here are some ideas to make that special first
day truly special and remembered forever:

Plan (ahead of time!) a special breakfast for that first
school morning. Perhaps even add a small birthday candle
to make it a celebration. Or have a special meal for the last
night before school starts, with your little ones planning the
menu.
Take a photo of that first day. Even better buy a journal,
one for each child, to put the first days’ photo in, along
with their goals and wishes for that year. Twelve years later
you will have a wonderful memento!

There is something in all of us that never
outgrows playing with dolls, and that is
especially true for those of us who enjoy fine
sewing.
The children's Corner has developed a line of
doll clothing patterns--little replicas of some of
our classic designs.
Perhaps you would like to make matching
dresses for your child and her doll.

Wrap up some school supplies, those your child has not yet
seen, as a small gift for that first afternoon home. Perhaps
add a special batch of freshly baked cookies and milk for
the hungry one.

There is no end and to the fun you can have
making these tiny treasures. So treat a special
young lady to one of these little beauties!

Hope your back to school week is a success.

Thank you!
The Children's Corner

Visit us on the web at www.bearthreadsltd.com

To place an order contact us at 404-255-5083 or 404-255-4001 fax
"Bear in Mind" articles are available on our website. Encourage your customers
to check out our website for information and inspiration.

